
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

Based on  the  finding  derived  from the  data  analysis

presented in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that

the  students’  five  components  of  writing  got  better

improvement after using Opinion Proof Strategy than before

using this strategy. The best improvement is on the aspect of

organization where the difference is 2.92. The success of this

research can be indicated by the students’ score in post-test

experimental class and post-test control class. The conclusion

can be taken as follow:

First, the data of this research showed the improvement

of  five  components  of  writing  especially  in  organization

aspect made the students after using Opinion Strategy. The

used  of  Opinion  Proof  Strategy  encouraged  students  to

consider  the  organization  of  text  and  order  the  ideas  into

coherent.

Second, the use of Opinion Proof Strategy in teaching

and learning process at XI Grade The State of Islamic Senior

High School 5 Agam has some problems. The limited time is

one  of  the  obstacles,  because  actually,  Opinion  Proof

Strategy  consists of many stages that need much time to

conduct. But, the time that is prepared for English class was
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limited. Then, the lack of teachers’ and students’ knowledge

about  the  implementation  of  this  strategy  has  left  many

doubts in their thought. So, the expected result was difficult

to be achieved.

Finally, whether the use of Opinion Proof Strategy has

given some advantages or left some problems but in sum it

can be concluded  that  students’  organization  achievement

have really improved.

B. Suggestion

Dealing  with  the  problems  that  explained  in  the

previous part, researcher tries to porpoises some suggestion.

First, the English teacher should consider the use of Opinion

Proof Strategy as an alternative strategy in teaching writing

especially in organizing text.

Moreover,  to  enlarge  the  knowledge  about  various

strategies  in  teaching  and  learning  English,  especially  in

organization achievement, the teacher and the students may

get many resources from the books that were available in the

bookstore  or  libraries.  And  more  references,  searching

resources from the internet can be a good choice.

Then, for the other researcher, it is suggested to carry

out further studies about the use of Opinion Proof Strategy
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and  the  other  strategy  in  improving  students’  writing

especially  in  organization  aspect  since  this  study  only

concern about the use of Opinion Proof Strategy in improving

students’ organization.


